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Aviation accidents happen for many different reasons, with many of them being preventable.
If you or a family member has suffered from plane crash injuries, you have the right to
pursue legal action for negligence against those who are at fault.

By contacting a personal injury lawyer at Johnson Attorneys Group, we can explain
your legal rights after a plane crash and the possible liability of the pilot, the airline
company, or the airplane components manufacturer. You need proper legal
representation from an experienced aviation attorney with extensive knowledge in both
general aviation aircraft accidents and commercial airline accidents.

Call Johnson Attorneys Group at 1-800-208-3538 for your free plane accident
case review.

General Aviation Accidents
The category of general aviation aircrafts include all privately owned airplanes utilized by the
public for personal or business use. General aviation is governed by different federal
regulations than commercial or military aircraft. The majority of planes in this classification
are single-engine, propeller-driven planes like the Cessna 172, Cirrus SR20 or the Piper PA-
32. Twin-engine airplanes and private jets, flown by more experienced pilots, also fall into
the general aviation category. Litigation for small aircraft accidents may involve many
different legal issues, so it is imperative to choose legal representation by an experienced
injury lawyer to efficiently work with investigating officials and insurance companies.
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Commercial Airliner Accidents
The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) in the United States enforces regulations for
commercial airlines, airport operations, and aircraft manufacturers to ensure the safety of
your flight. Airline accident victim’s claims can fall under many jurisdictions like:

International Travelers – If any leg of your journey includes international air travel,
legal claims for plane crash injuries or fatalities will be governed by The Montreal
Convention, The Hague Protocol or The Warsaw Convention.
Beyond 12 Nautical Miles from US Shores – the Death on the High Seas Act may limit
personal injury and wrongful death claims. However, amendments to this act over the
years, now address both financial losses as well as non-economic damage recovery
for a commercial airline tragedy victim’s family.
Within the United States – Aviation law in the US falls under the oversight of the FAA
and will also include applicable state laws consistent with federal mandates. Aviation
law practice includes legal actions for plane crash survivors’ injuries and on behalf of
families who have suffered the loss of a loved one as a result of an airline accident.

Plane Crash Victims Resources
There are many different resources available for plane crash survivors and for families of
passengers who have lost their lives. Several non-profit groups and organizations provide
disaster survivors and grieving families with useful information and specialized support
services. We have gathered a list of helpful online resources for airplane crash victims and
survivors:

Protect Your Rights with an Experienced Aviation Accident Victims Advocate

If you are dealing with injuries resulting from an airplane crash, it is important to take action
and contact a qualified injury attorney so you can begin healing and moving forward. Call
Johnson Attorneys Group at 1-800-208-3538 for your free case review.
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